Important Information
HOW TO RESERVE & RESERVATION DEPOSIT AMOUNTS
To reserve on a "Please Go Away™ Vacations” departure the
applicable reservation deposits, as described below, must be
forwarded to your travel agency along with a signed reservation
form. Spaces are not secured until Please Go Away™ Vacations
accepts your reservation, which will automatically occur unless you
are informed of no spaces remaining available for you. You will
receive invoice for balance due memos containing departure times,
clothing suggestions, hotel lists, and other items of essential
information at appropriate times before departure. Questions are
welcomed at any time. Reservation deposit amounts are as
shown on individual tour descriptions. Because of our concern
for their safety, and for the comfort of all tour members, young
children cannot be accommodated on some tours.
CANCELLATIONS AND TRANSFERS
Important: All required cancellation notices must be received in
our Great Bend offices to be effective. Notices given to
sponsoring organizations or others than our office are not
effective until reported to our offices. Our offices are not open
on Saturdays, Sundays, or legal holidays. The number of days
notification requirements listed must be increased accordingly
by you to provide appropriate notice. Regardless of reasons,
cancellations and transfers result in a costly process of letters, toll
calls, record adjustments, refund checks, etc. plus a loss if time does
not permit resale. To help offset these expenses, cancellation
assessments will apply. In fairness to others, we cannot make
exceptions. Cancellation provisions are present on each
individual departure brochure and/ will apply unless they have
been modified by means of written notification to all involved
parties. Special note: on all Cancellations and Transfers,
regardless of type of travel - in addition to all of the above
provisions, where specially priced or other reserved tickets,
including air tickets, are involved, there may be additional
charges imposed.
EARLY RESERVATIONS BENEFIT EVERYONE:
First of all, we are not sitting on your money. It is through the use of
your reservation deposits that we actually secure your hotel rooms,
seats at dinner theatres, reserved seats at sporting events, meal
functions, etc. The long and short of it is that these component parts
of tours will not give us space unless deposits are put down to
secure them. Many times deposits are non-refundable so we will not
secure tickets until you reserve. So as to not penalize you for early
reservations, we always allow you to have full refund up until the
100% RESERVATION DEPOSIT REFUND GUARANTEE DATE
described on individual brochure and/or provided to you in other
written form. Another reason is that in top quality hotels and in the
better itinerary events, which we always include, spaces are strictly
limited. As you can imagine, hotel accommodations in the prime
destinations we include in our travel programs are in great demand.
If we cannot provide the hotel with your names, they will take our
blocked spaces back and sell them elsewhere. And they should. It
costs you practically nothing for your reservation deposits. It is
certainly beneficial to you to be assured spaces on the tour you
want; to be assured of top seating at included events, and quality
hotel accommodations and locations. Chances of obtaining these
are always enhanced with early reservations. You have everything
to gain by acting now to reward yourselves.
FRIENDSHIP BONUS PLAN
It is very enjoyable and rewarding for friends to experience the
unique and unusual aspects of a Please Go Away™ Vacations
leisure vacations and cruises -- aspects that make our travels truly
different. To reward you for having persons "go away" with us who

have not “gone away" with us before, we have created our exclusive
Friendship Bonus Plan. Have friends "go away" on one or more of
our leisure vacation or cruise (whether “on your own” or personally
hosted) two nights or more in length and we will forward to you, upon
the completion of their travels, your choice of a 1% cash bonus or
2% future travel credit. These percentage amounts are applied to the
cost of their travels. It is not necessary for you to travel with your
friends; although it is very enjoyable when you do. There is no limit
as to the number of times you can qualify. Necessary forms to be
used in qualifying for the Friendship Bonus Plan are contained in
each catalog and are otherwise available. Please request additional
forms from your travel agent.
RECOMMENDED AMOUNTS OF TRIP INTERRUPTION/
CANCELLATION INSURANCES
As an exclusive benefit of Please Go Away™ Vacations such
insurances are purchased on behalf of the traveler on all Please Go
Away™ Vacations personally escorted and value added “FEATURE”
TRAVEL experiences. This benefit is fully described on the reverse
of this page. If you desire additional insurance coverage provisions
to be in place you should visit with the travel professional with whom
you reserve at the time of making reservation. The travel
professional will be able to provide you with explanations and
recommendations.
PRICES
Prices indicated are per person, based on double occupancy. A
limited number of single accommodations are available at an
additional cost. Tour price includes charges for planning, operating
and servicing the tour. All prices are based on rates expected to be
in effect at time of departure, and are subject to change until paid in
full.
TRIPLE & QUAD OCCUPANCY
Triple and quad occupancies are often available at slightly reduced
rates, but are definitely not recommended for other than
immediate family members. Triple and quad occupancy may well
mean 3 or 4 persons sleeping in two beds -- roll away beds are often
not available. Single occupancy is normally available at additional
cost. There are instances where triple and quad occupancies are
not available.
SPECIAL SINGLES SERVICE
Once your reservations are received, and if you desire, attempts to
secure persons to share rooms will be made. Roommates will not be
arbitrarily assigned to Special Singles Service bookings. You will be
given the opportunity of accepting or rejecting any possible
roommate, but you are responsible for paying single supplement
should no suitable roommate be found.
NON-SMOKING MOTOR COACHES
All motor coaches utilized on Please Go Away™ Vacations
described in this catalog are nonsmoking. There will be periodic
stops to allow for smoking off the coach.
POSSIBLE CHANGES IN ITINERARY
From time to time, conditions beyond our control change between
selection of facility and travelers’ arrival. No changes in itinerary,
hotels, or routings are expected, but we reserve the right to make
them, if necessary. Occasionally, the land portion of your tour may
be extended or curtailed because of unforeseen changes in
transportation schedules. There may also be other instances in
which changes become necessary or advisable. Any resultant
expenses will be borne by the tour members, any savings will be
refunded upon return.
ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION
The various travel experiences described in this travel catalog
generally include transportation in the prices shown. We realize a

ALSO IMPORTANT: See accompanying details of purchased Group Protection Plan coverage! HERE’S SOMETHING ELSE: In today’s travel world airlines regularly charge to check luggage,

for overweight luggage, and for other services. When imposed, airlines require the traveler to individually pay for these amounts with credit or debit cards, or cash. Because of this, such charges
are not included in any indicated tour cost. When required, air flights are included in the tour price shown. Flight air fares will be calculated from Wichita, KS unless schedules or availability indicate
otherwise. We are pleased to attempt to arrange flights from other departure cities if more convenient for, and requested by, our travelers. When this occurs fare adjustments - either up or down are passed through to the affected traveler.

